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A tale of a decorative pumpkin searching for validity after the season has ended. The pumpkin finds

itself in a recipe to be treasured and passed on forever! A wonderful interactive recipe ensues, fun for

children and grownups alike. Memorable lessons on values.

Ideas are the currency of the twenty-first century. In order to succeed, you need to be able to sell

your ideas persuasively. This ability is the single greatest skill that will help you accomplish your

dreams. TED Talks have redefined the elements of a successful presentation and become the gold standard

for public speaking. TED—which stands for technology, entertainment, and design—brings together the

world's leading thinkers. These are the presentations that set the world on fire, and the techniques

that top TED speakers use will make any presentation more dynamic, fire up any team, and give anyone the

confidence to overcome their fear of public speaking. Public speaking coach and bestselling author

Carmine Gallo has broken down hundreds of TED talks and interviewed the most popular TED presenters, as

well as the top researchers in the fields of psychology, communications, and neuroscience to reveal the
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nine secrets of all successful TED presentations. Gallo's step-by-step method makes it possible for

anyone to deliver a presentation that is engaging, persuasive, and memorable. Many people have a fear of

public speaking or are insecure about their ability to give a TED-worthy presentation. Carmine Gallo's

top 10 Wall Street Journal Bestseller Talk Like TED will give them the tools to communicate the ideas

that matter most to them, the skill to win over hearts and minds, and the confidence to deliver the talk

of their lives.

Thought-provoking and accessible in approach, this updated and expanded second edition of the How to

Design TED Worthy Presentation Slides provides a user-friendly introduction to the subject, Taking a

clear structural framework, it guides the reader through the subject's core elements. A flowing writing

style combines with the use of illustrations and diagrams throughout the text to ensure the reader

understands even the most complex of concepts. This succinct and enlightening overview is a required

reading for advanced graduate-level students. We hope you find this book useful in shaping your future

career. Feel free to send us your enquiries related to our publications to info@risepress.pw Rise Press

Across the realms of multimedia production, information design, web development, and usability, certain

truisms are apparent. Like an Art of War for design, this slim volume contains guidance, inspiration,

and reassurance for all those who labor with the user in mind. If you work on the web, in print, or in

film or video, this book can help. If you know someone working on the creative arena, this makes a great

gift. Funny, too.

Publisher information from iPage.IngramContent.com.

"Nail It" is the first book written specifically to lead emerging designers to the salaries they

deserve. In "Nail It" you'll learn how to: Beat back feelings of intimidation when negotiating Jump-

start a stalled interview Maintain your integrity at every stage of a job search Always behave like an

expert Attract the interviews you want Never leave money on the table that should be yours! The author

uses real-world stories to demystify the negotiation process. Does negotiating intimidate you? Have you

left a meeting with the vague feeling that you caved in too soon? Ted Leonhardt posits that feeling gun-

shy and giving in too soon are common in the creative community, and that such costly missteps can be

avoided.

Ride the hilarious roller coaster with Glen Stanford as he follows Steve Scott's plan in "How to Write a
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Nonfiction e-Book in 21 Days " Not one to let the writing process cramp his style, this ukulele-playing

bluegrass-singing YouTube sensation (32 views and counting) juggles his new-found fame with astonishing

persistence to produce not one, but two works of genius. This is the true story. The (secret) recipe for

success: Writer's buzz - 1oz Sleepless nights - 2oz Tenacity (and beer) - 7 (units left deliberately

vague) Irreverence and political incorrectness - to taste Espresso - administered intravenously - 55 gal

Pizza (1/2 pepperoni, 1/2 mushroom) - 37 slices Humility - a whole bunch Blend and enjoy.

Ideas are the currency of the twenty-first century. In order to succeed, you need to be able to sell

your ideas persuasively. This ability is the single greatest skill that will help you accomplish your

dreams. Many people have a fear of public speaking or are insecure about their ability to give a

successful presentation. Now public speaking coach and bestselling author Carmine Gallo explores what

makes a great presentation by examining the widely acclaimed TED Talks, which have redefined the

elements of a successful presentation and become the gold standard for public speaking. TED ? which

stands for technology, entertainment, and design ? brings together the world's leading thinkers. These

are the presentations that set the world on fire, and the techniques that top TED speakers use will make

any presentation more dynamic, fire up any team, and give anyone the confidence to overcome their fear

of public speaking. In his book, Carmine Gallo has broken down hundreds of TED talks and interviewed the

most popular TED presenters, as well as the top researchers in the fields of psychology, communications,

and neuroscience to reveal the nine secrets of all successful TED presentations. Gallo's step-by-step

method makes it possible for anyone to deliver a presentation that is engaging, persuasive, and

memorable. Carmine Gallo's top 10 Wall Street Journal Bestseller Talk Like TED will give anyone who is

insecure about their public speaking abilities the tools to communicate the ideas that matter most to

them, the skill to win over hearts and minds, and the confidence to deliver the talk of their lives. The

opinions expressed by Carmine Gallo in TALK LIKE TED are his own. His book is not endorsed, sponsored or

authorized by TED Conferences, LLC or its affiliates.

Building 21st Century communication skills Students are expected to be innovators, creative thinkers,

and problem solvers. But what if they can't communicate their ideas persuasively? Knowing how to share

ideas is as crucial as the ideas themselves. Unfortunately, many students don’t get explicit

opportunities to hone this skill. Cultivating Communication in the Classroom will help educators design

authentic learning experiences that allow students to practice their skills. Readers will find: Real

world insights into how students will be expected to communicate in their future careers and education

Strategies for teaching communication skills throughout the curriculum Communication Catchers for

igniting ideas
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This book provides students guidance on how to deal with the project-based instruction form. Project-

based learning is different from traditional lectures and requires students to behave different from the

traditional classroom. Different types of projects such as projects that contribute to theory and

projects that contribute to practice are covered, to explain to students what to expect, how to approach

the project, how to interact with students in groups, and how to interact with the instructor. The

discussion includes many useful examples.

#1 NEW YORK TIMES BEST SELLER • At last, a book that shows you how to build—design—a life you can thrive

in, at any age or stage Designers create worlds and solve problems using design thinking. Look around

your office or home—at the tablet or smartphone you may be holding or the chair you are sitting in.

Everything in our lives was designed by someone. And every design starts with a problem that a designer

or team of designers seeks to solve. In this book, Bill Burnett and Dave Evans show us how design

thinking can help us create a life that is both meaningful and fulfilling, regardless of who or where we

are, what we do or have done for a living, or how young or old we are. The same design thinking

responsible for amazing technology, products, and spaces can be used to design and build your career and

your life, a life of fulfillment and joy, constantly creative and productive, one that always holds the

possibility of surprise.

The unthinkable happened in New Orleans. Someone has stolen artifacts from the "Cities of the Dead"! For

one family, the theft of the statue of the family's matriarch is more than a theft--- it's a sacrilege!

To find the statue, the family hired private detective J. Coltrane Calhoun to investigate. So, hold on

to your hats and let the good-times roll in this third book of the hilarious J. Coltrane Calhoun

Experience!

Support whatever your kids’ interests are. This one’s for the future designers of all time. This book

contains the present and the future of the fashion design industry with inspirations taken from only the

world renowned designers. Your kids will definitely appreciate your full support in their passion when

you buy this for them. Get a copy today.

Start living (and dressing for) the life you've always wanted! Do you want a 7 figure salary, less

stress in your life, or simply a sense of purpose? No matter what your goals are, having a strong, well

presented personal brand, is vital! You would never pull a diamond ring out of a greasy sack to propose

to your loved one, so why would you ever think about dressing the incredible person that you are in

anything less than your best? Your character traits, accomplishments, and experiences are all part of
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your personal brand and they are worth much, much more than an engagement ring, so give them the

packaging they deserve. In Dressing Your Personal Brand, Leslie Friedman walks you through the

fundamentals of personal branding before showing you how to use your brand and your appearance to

achieve your goals. Equal parts entertaining and informative, fashion smarts and branding advice,

Dressing Your Personal Brand will help you uncover the diamond within and dress it to success! In this

book, you'll discover: ->How to identify and develop your personal brand ->How to change the way you're

perceived by otherssimply by changing your clothes! ->How to master the art of body language to get what

you want ->How to set life goals and find a job you'll really love ->How to easily and practically

reduce stress at home ->How to survive (and thrive!) during tough transitional times ->And much, much

more! Dressing Your Personal Brand: The Ultimate Guide to Leveraging your Appearance to be Happier, More

Successful, and Less Stressed is a practical guide to developing your personal brand and then dressing

it for ultimate success. Along with easy to follow advice, you'll find helpful worksheets and an action

plan to help you get started becoming the person you've always wanted to be. If you're ready to take

your life in your own hands and start living a truer, more fulfilled life, purchase this book today!

When the author's mother died he discovered over 200 letters in a shoe box that his father had written

to her during their separation during World War II. Captain Lashley was stationed first at a hospital in

England as a supply officer and then as the commander of a prisoner of war camp in France. During those

months his letters tell of the events of his life. Some are boring and seem to be of little consequence,

others are filled with emotional turmoil. Rene Lashley, his wife, has his fourth child while he is away,

moves in with her mother and sister and raises her other three children. Kirk, the second son, is

puzzled by what is happening, but continues doing those things a normal child does. The book is an

effort to show the common, everyday concerns of all the family members in what is an unprecedented time

in the life of the family and the world. The story is told through the voices of the soldier, the mom,

and the child.

"Every speaker can put these ideas into practice immediately -- and they should!"~ Dr. Richard C.

Harris, Certified World Class Speaking Coach "An insightful read"~Dennis Waller, Top 500 Reviewer

"Superb communication advice" ~ Larry Nocella MASTER THE ONE THING ALL GREAT TED TALKS HAVE IN COMMON

What is the secret to delivering a great TED talk? What is the magic ingredient that makes a TED talk

captivating? And more importantly, how can you use those secrets to make your presentations more

powerful, dynamic and engaging? To try to answer these questions, I studied over 200 of the best TED

talks. I broke each TED talk down in terms of structure, message and delivery. Here's what I discovered.
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After studying over 200 TED talks, the one commonality among all the great TED talks is that they

contain stories. UTILIZE ADVANCED STORYTELLING TECHNIQUES TO INJECT LIFE INTO YOUR PRESENTATIONS

Essentially, the best speakers on the TED stage were the ones who had mastered the art of storytelling.

They had mastered how to craft and present their stories in a way that allowed them to share their

message with the world without seeming like they were lecturing their audience. DISCOVER THE 23

STORYTELLING SECRETS OF THE BEST TED TALKS In this short but powerful guide, you're going to learn how

to use stories to make your presentations engaging and entertaining. Using case studies drawn from TED

talks by Sir Ken Robinson, Dr. Jill Bolte Taylor, Susan Cain, Leslie Morgan Steiner, Mike Rowe and

Malcom Gladwell, you'll learn how to craft stories that keep your audience mesmerized. By the time

you've finished reading this storytelling manifesto, you will have picked up twenty-three principles on

how to create stories that keep your audiences mesmerized. Whether you are giving a TED talk or a

corporate presentation, you will be able to apply the principles you pick up in this guide to make your

next talk a roaring success! RAVE REVIEWS FROM READERS "No more boring speeches and presentations"~

Douglas L. Coppock "A crisp and no fluff book" ~ Kam Syed "A great book on storytelling" ~ David Bishop

"Excellent book for any speaker" ~ Dean Krosecz

Not until the evidence was uncovered by tomb robbers in the 1870s would we have ever known. Then with

the discovery of Tutankhamen’s tomb in the 1920s, even more hints beckoned readily at hand. But as with

so many things in life, critical clues often go unnoticed until science, accident, and intrigue collide.

That collision was initiated by a Polish archaeologist who received permission to collect DNA samples

from a group of royal mummies at the Cairo National Museum in 1973. A tragic victim of the Yom Kippur

War, his samples sat dormant gathering dust until they were found and processed in 1998.Meanwhile during

the early 1970s an international team noticed, while x-raying the same mummy collection, some extremely

unexpected physiological details among several of them. As with the radiological data, the chromosomal

evidence proved to be equally disquieting. When taken together, they argued for the introduction of a

unique genetic anomaly into the human genome during the Egyptian late Eighteenth Dynasty. The source was

extraterrestrial.Bow Tie chronicles how an international scientific effort resolved the situation by

using a most unusual means for prosecuting a most unscrupulous task – time travel and murder.This is the

first manuscript published by the Richards’ Trust in accordance with the posthumous wishes of

Egyptologist Joseph William Richards, Ph.D.

Escape from the everyday stresses in your life and unwind with Chromalaxing, Kaleidoscope Series, Adult

Coloring Book #1. The first book in this great new series. Forty intricately and delightfully designed

images. Printed one side per page. The reverse side includes the image number so you can leave your
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thoughts and specific feedback for us per image. Your finished work may be suitable for framing or gift

giving. Our website (http://www.chromalaxing.com) features fun art contests. Enter today and show us

your masterpiece for a chance to win great prizes. Vote for your favorites too. Our designs offer a

pleasing variety in image complexity suitable for beginner to expert-level. Provides unlimited hours of

relaxing stress relief, as well as an enjoyable artistic outlet. Tap into the soothing and rejuvenating

effects that coloring has been shown to produce. Join countless adults all over the world and rediscover

the fun and relaxing hobby of coloring. Grab your pencils, pens relax and explore your creative side

today.

This book will provide you everything that you need to learn about how you can deliver a great TED style

talk and capture your target audience. TED Talk is one of the most popular forms of public speaking

today, thanks to its stimulating way of delivering short lectures. With this book, you will learn how

you can make your lectures become as life-changing as your favorite TED Talks and make sure that you hit

your goals when delivering your ideas that are worth spreading. With this book, you will discover how

you can make sure that your idea is delivered using the best possible methods to make your lecture short

and personal, and more importantly, deliver the maximum impact to your audience. At the same time, this

book will see to it that you provide yourself the right elements to ensure the success of your speech,

starting from generating the best ideas that would present you as a field expert, to using presentation

tools that would best supplement your speech. If you are ready to make that big concept in your head

make a big impact, then this book is for you. Scroll up, click the Buy Now With 1 Click button and get

started giving awesome presentations today!

Sam, a man who loves ships and stories, falls victim to a single, repeating nightmare that ends the same

way every night; in his death at the wreck site of the Titanic. When he is sent there by his boss, he

fears his fate has come to claim him. Instead he meets the ghost of a man who traveled and died that

April night in 1912. Is Jeffrey all he really seems to be, and why does Sam feel so drawn to him?

When entrepreneur Len Forkas learned that his nine-year-old son had leukemia, his own life changed

forever. In 2003, Len founded Hopecam, a nonprofit that uses technology to connect young cancer patients

with their friends at school. Ten years later, Len's fight against childhood cancer rose to a new level.

He qualified as a solo competitor in Race Across America, a 3,000-mile bicycle race that traverses

scorching deserts and 11,000-foot mountain elevations. As Len fought to finish the race is just 12 days,

an all-volunteer crew supported him around the clock. What Spins the Wheel is a true story about
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fatherhood and fortitude, business grit and growth ? and the power of combining the right mission with

the right team to help others.

Protégé of design legend Massimo Vignelli and partner in the New York office of the international design

firm Pentagram, Michael Bierut has had one of the most varied careers of any living graphic designer.

The projects he presents in this book illustrate the breadth of activity that graphic design encompasses

today, his goal being to demonstrate not a single ideology, but the enthusiastically eclectic approach

that has been a hallmark of his career. Each project is told in Bieruts own entertaining voice and shown

through historic images, preliminary drawings (including full-size reproductions of the notebooks he has

maintained for over thirty-five years), working models and rejected alternatives, as well as the

finished work. Along the way, he provides insights into the creative process, his working life, his

relationship with clients, and the struggles that any design professional faces in bringing innovative

ideas to the world today. This revised and expanded edition of Bieruts bestselling monograph features

new projects for major clients, such as Mastercard and The Poetry Foundation. Inspiring, informative and

authoritative, How to is a bible of graphic design ideas.

Brand alchemist, prime minister whisperer and shadow trend tweaker, Jones Byrne did his best contract

work remotely, hidden in the seams of his upstate New York factory loft. But one mystery client has made

an irresistible offer that will pull him back into the light, and force him to face his greatest

failure: his degenerate expat past life in Tokyo. He had barely escaped, just a year ago, before

everything flipped upside down and Japan dropped a veil over its largely depopulated, earthquake-scarred

cities, cutting off all contact with the outside world. That's around the time the rumors began. They

said that Tokyo had returned to its dark, old ways. But this time, warped and infected by the

pharmacological and technological graffiti of 2043.This version of Tokyo was a place no foreigner had

been unfortunate enough to lay eyes upon. Until now. Byrne's mystery client promised to make him well

and truly wealthy, for just one day's work. Just one day. But this will be the hardest day's work of

Byrne's life, if he can make it out of Tokyo alive.

Every day we make choices. Coke or Pepsi? Save or spend? Stay or go? Whether mundane or life-altering,

these choices define us and shape our lives. Sheena Iyengar asks the difficult questions about how and

why we choose: Is the desire for choice innate or bound by culture? Why do we sometimes choose against

our best interests? How much control do we really have over what we choose? Sheena Iyengar's award-

winning research reveals that the answers are surprising and profound. In our world of shifting

political and cultural forces, technological revolution, and interconnected commerce, our decisions have
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far-reaching consequences. Use The Art of Choosing as your companion and guide for the many challenges

ahead.

“Practical and usefulStorytelling is one of the most important parts of speaking. This book makes it

clear how to do it, when and where.”~ Judith Field “Great bookAkash doesn't hold anything back.”~

Stephen Fraundorfer “A great kick-start for your next speech! A wonderfully quick burst of inspiration

and insight.”~ Mandy Hoffeldt STORTELLING TECHNIQUES TO MAKE YOUR NEXT PRESENTATION AN OUTSTANDING ONE

Stories have the power to captivate listeners and ignite their imaginations. Great speakers know how to

use stories to enthrall and influence their audiences. This book is the result of six years of intensive

research on the art of storytelling and public speaking. Inside, you will discover how to: • Create an

opening that instantly hooks your audience into your speech. • Keep your audiences captivated with a

story. • Use the suspended story formula to ramp up the intrigue. • Bring your characters to life. •

Turn your stories into mental movies for your audience. • Keep your audience spellbound by increasing

the intensity of your conflicts. • Add organic humor to any presentation without resorting to jokes. •

Make your speech memorable with the right analogies and metaphors. • Create a repeatable catch-phrase

using “the rule of opposites”. • Tell a story and deliver a speech that your audience will remember and

talk about for years. • and much, much more RAVE REVIEWS FROM READERS “Great resource for speakers. I

have nothing but praise for the simple but succinct way this book reads. I read it in one sitting and

plan to use it as a guide for future speaking engagements.”~ 357 Solutions, LLC "Loaded with great

advice on how to deliver a killer message.”~ David Parra “A perfect book to those who want to dominate

the art of storytelling.”~ Alci Aguilera “A must-read! Akash Karia outlines tips for energizing not only

your speech, but also the audience."~ Angela Avery

Black & White editionThis is the B&W edition of the book. All pictures inside will be in grayscale.

“Reading this book changed my presentation style and my slides, both for the better - and I've been a

professional speaker for over 30 years.”~ Becki L. James How to Design TED-Worthy Presentation Slides is

a short, practical and step-by-step guide to creating sexy slides. It is based on an extensive analysis

of some of the best TED speakers, such as Brene Brown, Daniel Pink, Amy Cuddy, Larry Lessig, Seth Godin,

Bill Gates and many, many more. LEARN HOW TO BREATHE LIFE INTO YOUR SLIDES, INSTEAD OF DRAINING IT OUT

OF YOUR AUDIENCE By the end of this guide, you too will be able to create sexy presentation slides that

keep your audiences mesmerized. More importantly, you will be able to design presentations that breathe

life into your slides, instead of draining it out of your audience. Here's just a taste of what you'll

learn inside the book: •The most common mistake most presenters make – and how you can avoid it •The one

principle that will make you better than 90% of most speakers •How to quickly create a presentation
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storyboard •Bill Gates' trick for transforming his slides from dull to dashing •The Seth Godin

presentation formula •The importance of contrast •Locating and using sexy fonts •Spicing up your

presentations with video •Displaying data without being dull •Ensuring consistency between slides •How

to deliver a great TED talk (or any other speech or presentation) •And much, much more… “A must readAn

essential tool for preparing effective, interesting and "sexy" presentationsa must read for any

professional who wants to improve his communicational skills.”~ Rosalinda Scalia “The lessons shared in

this short book will a go a long way to helping a person give better public presentations. The insights

shared by Akash are like golden nuggets in a river full of info!”~ Alan Portugal “I have been teaching

workshops at universities and Fortune 500 Campuses up and down the East Coast on building better

presentations. Akash hits all the right notes in this book. A must read for anyone wanting to build

powerful presentations.”~ David Bishop “Excellent for those who want to really engage their audience. I

incorporated many of the principles within and developed a more effective product presentation.”~ Tom

Tipps “Right on the mark. Just what I was looking for as a non-designer.”~ Erik J. Zettelmayer “Make a

greater impact with your presentations. While reading this book I was mentally reviewing my talks where

I use PowerPoint slides. I am now changing some of those slides to make a greater impact on the

listeners. These tips are easy to implement and make sense.”~ John C. Erdman “As always we can expect

the best from Akash and we are getting more.”~ Payam Bahrampoor “This book gives practical advice.

However, it does not stop there. It demonstrates how to use that advice, gives visual examples of what

to do and what not to do and explains why. It turns creating a presentation from a dreaded event to one

allowing creativity to flow and your passion about your subject matter to emerge on the screen through

your slides.”~ Pandora Training and Consulting “I will admit to rarely reviewing books. However, this

book was such a step above any others I've read on the art of PowerPoint presentations, I had to give it

a five star review.”~ David Schwind

In the final book of Ginger Voight's Groupie Trilogy, Andy and Vanni have returned to Los Angeles to

prepare for the birth of their child. A reformed Ladies' Man, Giovanni Carnevale now embarks on a life

of monogamy with the woman he loves, but the ghosts of his past still continue to haunt their newfound

happiness.The Wilke family wants to see him pay for the damage he has done to their precious Baylee, who

still lies in a vegetative state. For her brother, Donny, money will never be enough to make up for what

Vanni has done, but that is where the Wilke family first seeks their revenge, demanding millions of

dollars in restitution.To ensure he has enough money to make up for his mistakes as well as provide for

his baby, Vanni takes on the job as judge for a new reality talent show called "Fierce," where he

champions an unlikely contestant, proving him to be a man of substance more than anyone could have

imagined. Graham tries to move on, but when he discovers that Andy is pregnant he cannot stop dreaming
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of what might have been. Maggie watches on helplessly, as hopelessly in love with him as he is with

someone else. She considers moving on before he shatters what is left of her heart. The biggest threat

to Vanni and Andy's Happily Ever After is Holly Neal, who returns to Los Angeles claiming to carry

Vanni's baby. Graham and Andy suspect she is up to her old tricks, but Vanni knows truly turning over a

new leaf means he has to do right by all the people he has wronged - including a child he may have

conceived with another woman. In the end, it is Andy and their baby who may pay the biggest price of all

for his sins, when Baylee's death sends her psychotic brother over the edge. Everything blows literally

to pieces, forcing Vanni - and Graham - to give it all for the sake of love.

Do you feel like you struggle to make time for everything? We are living in a time-poor society, working

more than ever and with less time for ourselves and family. The pressures and stress of the obligations

we feel we have, often leave us without time to do everything that we would like to. More critically, we

lack the time to reflect, review our lives and consider our direction. Time to contemplate if the

decisions we are making are going to lead us to a life of purpose or an old age filled with regret. Time

for Anything is based on 5 years of research by Craig D Robinson. Using the techniques in this book,

Craig went from working in an entry level position to, in just four years: start 2 companies, recharge

with 12 weeks holiday a year, start a family, grow and sell his startups and retire at the age of 34.

This book shows you how you too can have time for it all.

How to give a world-class presentation—based on the wildly popular TED Talks The only TED Talks-based

guide available showing business professionals how to give the presentation of their lives A nonprofit

dedicated to Ideas Worth Sharing, TED Talks began as a challenge to leaders in technology,

entertainment, and design to give the “talk of their lives.” The organization has since gone global and

contains more than 14,000 videos on nearly every topic imaginable.How to Deliver a TED Talk is a step-by-

step guide showing business professionals how to deliver a TED Talk by carefully selecting their topic,

crafting their narrative, mastering their delivery, and refining their design.The more than 14,000 talks

on the TED website have been viewed more than one billion times Originally self-published in 2012, this

book immediately hit #1 on Amazon and has consistently ranked no less than #5; this is an expanded

edition of the original Donovan is the founder and lead organizer of TEDxMillRiver, a sold-out TEDx

event in Stamford, CT

Greg Gilmore fought hard against returning to Hershey, PA. He has trouble breathing in a town with so

many Morrisons running around. Janine Morris, a woman as deeply entrenched in secrets and special

military skills as him, only adds to his discomfort. Keeping his family safe is his number one goal. So
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why do Janine's haunted amber eyes keep enticing him to throw away all his cares and concerns to join

forces with a woman who could bring all his enemies right down on the Morrison Family?

UX Design and Usability Mentor Book includes best practices and real-life examples in a broad range of

topics like: UX design techniques Usability testing techniques such as eye-tracking User interface

design guidelines Mobile UX design principles Prototyping Lean product development with agile vs.

waterfall Use cases User profiling Personas Interaction design Information architecture Content writing

Card sorting Mind-mapping Wireframes Automation tools Customer experience evaluation The book includes

real-life experiences to help readers apply these best practices in their own organizations. UX Design

and Usability Mentor Book is an extension of best-selling Business Analyst's Mentor Book. Thanks to the

integrated business analysis and UX design methodology it presents, the book can be used as a guideline

to create user interfaces that are both functional and usable.

Five years and more than 100,000 copies after it was first published, it's hard to imagine anyone

working in Web design who hasn't read Steve Krug's "instant classic" on Web usability, but people are

still discovering it every day. In this second edition, Steve adds three new chapters in the same style

as the original: wry and entertaining, yet loaded with insights and practical advice for novice and

veteran alike. Don't be surprised if it completely changes the way you think about Web design. Three New

Chapters! Usability as common courtesy -- Why people really leave Web sites Web Accessibility, CSS, and

you -- Making sites usable and accessible Help! My boss wants me to ______. -- Surviving executive

design whims "I thought usability was the enemy of design until I read the first edition of this book.

Don't Make Me Think! showed me how to put myself in the position of the person who uses my site. After

reading it over a couple of hours and putting its ideas to work for the past five years, I can say it

has done more to improve my abilities as a Web designer than any other book. In this second edition,

Steve Krug adds essential ammunition for those whose bosses, clients, stakeholders, and marketing

managers insist on doing the wrong thing. If you design, write, program, own, or manage Web sites, you

must read this book." -- Jeffrey Zeldman, author of Designing with Web Standards

Do you ever feel intimidated or out-of-place in social situations? Do you want to learn how to master

the fine art of small talk? Do you want to develop a magnetic personality? If you answered yes to any of

these questions, then this book was designed for you. Based on Intensive Scientific Research. DISCOVER:

1 - Five Foolproof Techniques for Creating a Stellar First ImpressionHow quickly do you make judgments

about people? We'd like to think that we don't judge people until we get to know them. But the truth is

it only takes a tenth of a second to make an accurate judgment about someone you meet or see. 2 - What
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Your Non-Verbals are Saying About YouHow you hold yourself says a lot about how you feel – even though

this may be an unconscious message. What is your body language saying about you? Find out inside 3 -

Seven Tools to Break Through Fear and Break the Ice One of the hardest parts of getting to know someone

new is that crucial moment when you have to break the ice. It can be incredibly difficult to walk up to

a total stranger and get acquainted. The seven tools you pick up in Chapter 2 will help you smash

through your approach anxiety and start a fun and engaging conversation 4 - Six Strategies to Seal a

Memorable Verbal Impression in 30 Seconds Your nonverbal cues can definitely make an instant first

impression, but what you say also has the power to do so. So how do you make sure that you give a great

first impression in the first 30 seconds of meeting someone new? 5 - How to Make Your Personality Shine

No matter what your personality, you can become someone with a shining personality that attracts others

to it. You may not think of yourself as very charismatic. But don't let those feelings of inadequacy get

in the way of making your personality shine (Chapter 5). 6 - How to Go from Introduction to Intimacy It

can be a challenge to create conversations that have intimacy in just a few minutes. And while you can't

force anyone to like or trust you, you can greatly increase the chances of that happening by following a

few simple practices. Chapter 6 will show you how to go from conversing to connecting. BONUS: Learn the

36 questions that are scientifically-proven to help you deepen the connection with anyone! 7 - How to

Revive a Dying Conversation - and Keep It AliveWe've all had conversations that seemed to start off

great but were followed by the dreaded awkward silence. What you do in that moment can make or break

your conversation? Chapter 7 shows you exactly what to do when the conversation seems to be dying

prematurely 8 - The Five-Step Method for Ending a Conversation Positively The purpose of striking up new

conversations is to create new connections beyond just that moment. How you end a conversation is as

important as how you begin it. You want to leave your new acquaintance with a favorable impression of

you going forward. Follow the five-step method in Chapter 9 and you won't go wrong! 9 - How to Deepen

the Relationship with Future InteractionsMaking a great impression with someone new is a critical task

when you're networking. But it's not enough to have an initial contact if you want to create a network

of people from which you can truly benefit personally and professionally. Chapter 10 deals with when and

how to follow-up to deepen any new relationship Want to Master the Art/Science of Great Conversations?

Want to develop the communication skills that will help you increase your social circle, expand your

network and create deeper relationships? Ready to from "forgettable" to "unforgettable"? Ready to

develop a magnetic personality that draws people towards you? Then grab the book and get started

Learn streamlined management and maintenance capabilities for Microsoft 365 Business If you want to make

it easy for your teams to work together using the latest productivity solutions with built-in

security—while saving thousands of dollars in implementing the solution—you've picked the right book.
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Inside, you'll gain an understanding of Microsoft 365 Business, a complete integrated solution for

business productivity and security powered by Office 365 and Windows 10. You’ll also learn how this

cloud-based solution can help grow your business while protecting company data from potential threats

using the same security management tools large enterprises use. Microsoft 365 Business For Admins For

Dummies provides business owners, IT teams, and even end users an understanding of the capabilities of

Microsoft 365 Business: an integrated platform and security solution built with the latest features to

enable today's modern workforce and empower businesses to achieve their goals. De-mystifies the

complexities of the bundled solution to help you avoid common deployment pitfalls Includes the latest

information about the services included in Microsoft 365 Business Enhance team collaboration with

intelligent tools Manage company-owned or bring your own device (BYOD) devices from one portal Step

through a guided tour for running a successful deployment Get the guidance you need to deploy Microsoft

365 Business and start driving productivity in your organization while taking advantage of the built-in

security features in the solution to grow and protect your business today.

As a young urban youth worker, Ted Travis was captivated by a question posed by Christian community

development pioneer Dr. John Perkins: "How do we build incentive in inner-city youth, motivating them

toward Christ and a life of meaning and purpose?" Over the next 30 years, Ted wrestled with this

question as he and his wife Shelly ministered to hundreds of teens in Denver's Five Points neighborhood-

an inner-city community facing the daunting challenges of poverty, gangs, crime, and unemployment. Along

the way, Ted pressed biblical principles and tried-in the-trenches strategies into a philosophy of youth

leadership development he calls "transformational discipleship." In Building Cathedrals, Ted shares his

blueprint for transformational discipleship (as well as accounts of its profound impact on young people)

and exhorts today's youth workers to reimagine their ministries and raise up a new generation of

visionary urban leaders. This book has been revised and expanded, including the addition of a index.

Chris Anderson is the curator of phenomenally successful TED talks - over one billion views and

counting. He is passionate about the importance of public speaking, something he describes an a crucial

life skill and which we should be teaching in school, and of the amazing power of direct human-to-human

communication, recorded on video, in the internet age. It is now possible to share ideas with millions

around the world (as evidenced by the success of TED itself, whose most popular talk has been viewed 31

million times). In his first book, Talk This Way, he shares his passion for public speaking and offers a

master-class in how to do it - not just how to give a great TED talk, but how to stand up and speak

persuasively in front of any size of audience, whether that is a school classroom, making a video blog,

in a business meeting or at a conference. The book brings together his experience of over two decades as
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the curator of TED, in which time he has listened to over one thousand stage talks, with advice from 30

of his all-time favourite TED speakers.

This book will help you answer questions like: What is the impact of our company or organization? What

common ground do we share with our customers? Is our company more concerned about enhancing its own

value rather than enhancing the value of the people we serve? How can we actually show people what we

can do for them, rather than just rely on our advertising and marketing to tell them? What is standing

in the way of people responding to us? How is using our product or service better that using a

competitor's? What things do we need to be doing right now so we can keep providing the same quality in

the future? A great read with discussion questions at the end of each chapter. You can use it for

yourself, a team building exercise, or an executive retreat. The book is a great discussion starter for

any business!
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